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A B S T R A C T

A mathematical model for a single slit packed microstructured reactor-heat exchanger in the synthesis of methanol from syngas was developed. The model constitutes
a simplified 3D-pseudo homogeneous approach for a reaction slit with integrated pillar geometry. Literature kinetic rate expressions for methanol synthesis over
commercial Cu/ZnO/support type catalysts were applied at 80 bar total pressure, temperature range of 473-558 K, and syngas composition of H2/CO/CO2/N2:65/25/
5/5 mol%. The model is found capable of predicting experimental CO conversion data with acceptable accuracy. Superior thermal stability of the microchannel upon
variation of different parameters such as contact time, feed gas temperature and reaction temperature were shown. The simulation results also reveal that the
microchannel reactor can operate free of performance loss due to concentrations field that may arise from overlaid temperature fields. Simulations have also been
used to calculate the rapid temperature transients at the inlet. The agreement between simulation results and experimental data signifies the applicability of the
developed model for further design and performance optimization of microstructured reactors for methanol synthesis and other exothermic processes.

1. Introduction

Microstructured reactors have received considerable attention
within the area of process intensification and heterogeneous catalysis
[1]. The application of these reactors is particularly relevant for systems
where limitations in heat and mass transport apply [2]. With respect to
highly exothermic reactions, partial oxidation of hydrocarbons [3, 4]
and oxidation of sulfur dioxide [5, 6], as well as gas-to-liquid processes
such as the Fischer-Tropsch [7, 8, 9, 10], methanol and direct DME
syntheses [11, 12] are examples. For the latter two - equilibrium limited
- syntheses, the prospect of a forced temperature profile to approach the
maximum rate curve is another motivation for application of a highly
effective heat removal reactor system.

Methanol synthesis from synthesis gas is a well-known catalytic
process [13,14,15]. The synthesis gas is a mixture of CO/CO2/H2 that
reacts over a Cu/ZnO/A12O3 catalyst, typically at 200-270 °C and 50-
100 bars. The process is limited by equilibrium and is usually described
by three main reactions:

+ =CO 2H CH OH ( H 90.7 kJ/mol)2 3 298K (1)

+ + =CO 3H CH OH H O ( H 49.5 kJ/mol)2 2 3 2 298K (2)

+ + = +CO H CO H O ( H 41.2 kJ/mol)2 2 2 298K (3)

A main design challenge in conventional technology for this system
of reactions is efficient removal of the reaction heat. Quench or cooled
multitubular reactors are therefore usually applied in commercial
practice. Low conversion per single pass is, however, obtained due to
the thermodynamic equilibrium limitation [13,14]. Due to this, devel-
opment of catalysts active at low temperature has also been targeted,
and the Cu-based catalyst was a major breakthrough in this respect
[14]. Finally, the reaction is intra particle diffusion limited due to the
catalyst pellet size required to minimize pressure drop in conventional
reactors [16]. In view of this, application of microchannels with
strongly enhanced heat and mass transfer could play an important role
in obtaining a high reactor productivity.

The efficiency of heat removal in microstructured reactors is,
however, affected by the concept of solid catalyst loading into the
channels. For example, packed channels may provide less efficient heat
removal as compared to wall-coated ones due to less contact area be-
tween the catalyst and the walls [4]. Since true catalyst temperature
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measurements are difficult [11,17] the development of models to fa-
cilitate insight to the temperature distribution within the catalyst bed in
microreactors is relevant. Such models could also be used to provide in-
depth understanding of reactor performance under different operating
conditions and hence be applied for further improvement of heat and
mass transfer. Flexibility in the design and up-scaling of micro-
structured reactors could be possible through applying such tuned
models.

There are several publications on modeling and simulation of mi-
crochannels reactors for exothermic gas phase reactions over solid
phase catalysts. Cao et al developed a heterogeneous reactor model for
catalytic steam reforming of methane in microchannel reactors [18]
and showed advanced heat and mass transport properties of the mi-
crostructured configurations. They also investigated Fischer-Tropsch
synthesis in a microchannel reactor [19] and demonstrated capability
of these reactors for improved heat removal and enhanced productivity
with less selectivity to methane. Hayer et al. [17] applied a 2D-dis-
persion model to represent a micro-packed bed reactor for direct DME
synthesis. They demonstrated superior heat removal capability of the
reactor at typical operating conditions of a direct DME process.
Nevertheless, modelling of methanol synthesis from synthesis gas in a
microchannel reactor has, to the knowledge of the authors, not been
reported in literature.

In previous publications we have performed experimental in-
vestigations on different aspects of methanol synthesis from synthesis
gas in an Integrated Micro Packed Bed Reactor-Heat Exchanger
(IMPBRHE) [11,17,20]. The purpose of this paper is to describe the
advanced transfer characteristics of the IMPBRHE observed in the ex-
perimental work through a model that includes the main governing

phenomena involved. Such a model can be used to highlight the po-
tential technology benefits for process intensification purposes, and
tuned for optimization of operating conditions, reactor productivity and
design of a larger reactors.

2. Modelling approach

The experiments to be described by the model were conducted in a
continuous flow apparatus with premixed and pre-heated synthesis gas
of composition H2/CO/CO2/N2 (65/25/5/5 mol%). The IMPBRE geo-
metry to be simplified by the model consists of eight parallel reaction
slits with hexagonally arranged pillar structures inside. The pillars are
0.8 mm in diameter and the distance between centres of adjacent pillars
is 1.6 mm. Each reaction slit has the dimensions of (W×H×L:
8.0 × 0.8 × 60 mm3) and is sandwiched between two neighbouring
cooling oil slits. For heat exchange, 0.25 × 0.5 mm2 cross flow oil slits
with 0.25 mm wide fins between slits are made in 0.5 mm thick metal
foils. A high temperature oil thermostat (Julabo HT30) was used to
maintain the temperature in the range of 293 to 575 K. A flowsheet of
the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1 and details of the IMPBRHE
and arrangement of reaction slits and oil slits are shown in Fig. 2 Fur-
ther details of reactor fabrication, catalyst loading and testing proce-
dures, as well as temperature measurement have been described else-
where [11]. Contact time is defined for experiment and model as the
ratio of catalyst mass to volumetric flow rate of syngas at STP.

The model for reaction mass balance and heat transfer was im-
plemented in COMSOL Multiphysics software. This is a finite element
based package which couples convection-diffusion and convection-
conduction modules for mass and energy balances respectively.

Fig. 1. Experimental setup. Methanol synthesis in microstructured reactor-heat-exchanger.



Since application of Mears' criteria and the use of 80-micron parti-
cles already indicated the lack of external and internal mass transfer as
well as internal heat transport limitations, a three-dimensional pseudo-
homogeneous model for a real 3D pillar geometry filled with particles
may be considered representative of the external/intra-particle heat
transfer and the temperature dependent reactions inside the micro-
channel reactor. The model was developed based on a simplified slit
geometry without pillars. The volume difference between the simplified
and real slit was adjusted by the bed density and in return, the effect of
higher surface area provided by the pillars was taken into account
through a correction factor for the heat resistance at particle-wall in-
terface.

Temperature and concentration changes along the slit height (z) are
assumed to be negligible, but dispersion and heat transfer effects along
slit length (x) and width (y) are included in the model. Constant velo-
city, viscosity and density along slit dimensions were considered for
simplicity. Constant velocity means that flow bypass (i.e channeling)
near the walls is considered negligible. Extensive discussions on this
issue can be found in previous publications [11,21].

2.1. Kinetic module

A kinetic rate expression for methanol synthesis should include re-
action rates for both methanol formation and water gas shift and be
able to describe the variation in gas composition and temperature over
integral reactors. An overview over proposed kinetic models is given by
van den Bussche and Froment [22] and Skrzypek et al. [23]. In this
work, the steady-state kinetic rate expressions obtained by van den
Bussche and Froment based on a Langmuir-Hinshelwood model for
methanol synthesis via CO2 hydrogenation and the reverse water gas
shift reactions over commercial Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 catalyst have been ap-
plied:
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Kinetic and equilibrium constants of the above expressions are ob-
tained from [22] and the values are given in Table 1. The Chemical
Reaction Engineering Lab (CREL) module of COMSOL Multiphysics was
used to introduce the kinetic model. Thermodynamic properties for

equilibrium constants were calculated by the Chemkin® simulation
software.

2.2. Governing equations

The mass balance equation implemented in the convection and
diffusion application mode is given by:
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Here, Ci and ri are the concentration and reaction rate of specie i,
respectively. us is the superficial linear velocity and Dex and Dez are the
effective diffusivities. Similarly, the convection and conduction appli-
cation mode for the energy balance equation is:
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λex and λez are effective gas thermal conductivities along the slit
length and width, cp is the specific heat capacity and ρf and ρB are gas
phase and catalyst bed densities, respectively.

Initial concentrations are set equal to the feed gas composition at
the slit inlet. At the reactor slit inlet and outlet the mass flux is assumed
equal to convective mass flux (no mass flux due to diffusion) and zero at
the channel walls. Similarly, the initial temperature is set equal to the
feed gas temperature. The heat flow rate at the reactor exit is set equal
to the convective heat flux. Slit wall temperatures are set equal to the
inlet temperature of heat transfer oil. This has been addressed experi-
mentally and will be further discussed in the results and discussion
section.

Fig. 2. (a) Integrated micro packed bed reactor – heat exchanger for methanol synthesis. (b) Arrangement of reaction slits and oil slits. Data from [12].

Table 1
Kinetic parameters for MeOH synthesis from syngas (Eq 4 & 5). Data from Van
den Bussche and Froment [22]. Parameter = A exp (B/RT). Pressure in bar,
reaction rate in mol/kgcat·s.

A B Parameter in [22]

kc 3453.88 - KH O2 /K K KH8 9 2
kb 6.62 × 10-11 124.119 KH O2

ka 0.499 17.197 kH O2
kd 1.07 36.696 K K K K Ka H5 2 3 4 2
ke 1.22 × 1010 −94.765 K1
Keq.1 =log k 10.59210 1

* 3066
T

k1
*

Keq.2 = +log 2.029K T10
1

3
* 2073 K3

*



The boundary conditions with regard to: The flow direction co-
ordinate x (0 to Lslit), the slit height coordinate z (0 to Hslit) and the slit
with coordinate y (0 to Wslit) can be summarized as follows [12] :

Ci = Ci,f, T=Tf at x=0 (8)
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The boundary conditions for y and x directions are different since
the slit wall and cooling oil channel are only adjacent in the xz plane at
y = 0 and Hslit.

2.3. Model parameters

The effective mass diffusivities and heat conductivities are essential
parameters for the model equations, and are estimated based on gas
superficial velocity. A slit hydraulic diameter was used as characteristic
dimension. Since low Reynolds numbers are applied, a careful selection
and adoption of suitable correlations for model parameters seems cri-
tical and hence necessary. The effective diffusivity along the slit length
are estimated by Wen and Fun [24] and along the slit width by de Ligny
[25]. The effective gas phase thermal conductivities in both directions
are calculated by correlations suggested by Yagi and Kunii [26]. The
overall slit heat transfer coefficient was estimated by Froment and
Bischoff [27].

3. Results and discussion

The experimental performance of the IMPBRHE has been ex-
tensively discussed in our previous publications as reviewed in the
Introduction. The main attention here will be on the simulation results,
while comparison and reference to the experimental results will be
made for further validation.

3.1. Simulation of methanol synthesis kinetics

Figs. 3a and 3b show 1D simulation results obtained by the me-
thanol synthesis kinetic module at an inlet temperature of 528 K and
80 bar under adiabatic conditions. The change in concentrations can be
explained by a reaction path in series i.e. conversion of CO to CO2 and
water through water gas shift reaction followed by hydrogenation of
CO2 to methanol. Since the reactions are exothermic and equilibrium
limited, the reaction rate in the beginning of the bed is mainly con-
trolled by the temperature. As conversion increases along the reactor
length, the reaction rate is restrained by the approach to equilibrium.
This is why the concentrations of methanol and water only increase
initially. (Fig. 3a), and why temperature profile approaches a constant
value (Fig. 3b). A total adiabatic temperature increase of about 90 K is
obtained in the plug flow reactor. The adiabatic temperature rise in
methanol synthesis depends on the initial temperature (T0) and con-
centration (CA0), heat of reaction as well as gas phase density (ρg) and
specific heat (Cp):
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3.2 Thermal stability of the IMPBRHE

Thermal stability is a key factor to the performance of any reactor
handling exothermic reactions. Fig. 4a shows simulation results of
temperature distribution in the IMPBRHE at a contact time of 120 msec

g/ml and feed gas temperature of 493 K. Except a sharp temperature
rise within a short region near the entrance (2-3 mm) due to lower
reaction gas inlet temperature, the slit remains isothermal; equal to the
wall/oil temperature of 528 K. This is in agreement with experimental
temperature measurements in the slits demonstrating that the slit op-
erates isothermally regardless of productivity level (contact time) and
also operating temperature. To further demonstrate the heat transfer
capability of the IMPBRHE relative to tubular packed reactors, the
temperature distribution over a laboratory scale fixed-bed reactor
(3.0 cm length and 0.914 cm diameter) at the same operating condi-
tions but with a maximum hot-spot temperature of 528 K is shown in
Fig. 4b. The maximum temperature zone appears in the centre line of
the reactor. Due to limited heat transfer to the wall, the temperature at
the wall is colder than other parts. The large temperature gradient over
the tube radius indicates that catalyst particles close to the reactor wall
are not being used efficiently.

Since the applied model is pseudo-homogeneous for the micro-
structured reactor as well as the laboratory fixed bed reactor, we also
must discuss possible temperature gradients inside the catalyst particles
before drawing a conclusion as to whether temperature gradients in the
IMPBRHE can be neglected. According to literature, the temperature
rise is maximum 0.1 K over a commercial Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 catalyst of 150
to 200 μm particle size [28]. Since 50-80 μm particles were used in the
present work, the temperature gradients in the micro fixed bed are at
least higher than in the particles which verifies our assumptions.

Fig. 3. Simulation results obtained from methanol synthesis kinetic module in
an adiabatic reactor, (a) concentration profiles (mole fraction) of methanol,
water and CO2 along the reactor, (b) temperature profile. Operating conditions:
528 K and 80 bar, synthesis gas composition H2/CO/CO2/N2: 65/25/5/5 mol%,
catalyst bed density: 1050 kg/m3 .



Copper based catalysts are highly selective towards methanol, but local
hot spots may cause sintering and agglomeration of Cu and hence de-
activation of the catalyst [29]. The isothermal performance of the IM-
PBRHE, investigated numerically and experimentally in this work, may
lead to better control of the reaction, suggests potential improvement in
catalyst lifetime, as well as lower propensity towards by-product for-
mation.

In Fig. 5, the temperature profile in the reaction slit centre line upon
variation of the contact time at a wall temperature of 528 K and 80 bar
is shown. At high contact time, a decrease in temperature towards the
reaction slit outlet occurs, and the maximum temperature gradient
(˜0.9 K) along the reaction slit is obtained for the longest contact time
(308 ms∙g/ml). Practially no temperature gradient is associated with
very low contact time (50 ms∙g/ml). This can be explained by higher
methanol formation rate (up to 6-fold) at low contact time. In other
words, the kinetic regime is dominant at the reactor outlet and equili-
brium is not limiting. However, the results indicate a stable thermal
behaviour in a wide range of space velocities.

Fig. 6 presents the effect of feed gas temperature on the temperature
profile along the slit centre line at a wall temperature of 528 K and
80 bar. In case of relatively cold feed gas temperature (483 K), a rapid
rise in temperature along the first ˜2 mm of the slit occurs followed by
flat profile at a temperature very close to the wall temperature. Negli-
gible effect of feed gas temperature on the productivity of the IMPBRHE
was also demonstrated experimentally [11]. Hence, the system is re-
latively insensitive to variation in the feed gas temperature.

A challenging task in experimental performance evaluation of mi-
crochannel reactors is measurement of the actual temperature inside
the slit, due to small dimensions and limited access. In case of methanol
synthesis, this is even more difficult with respect to simultaneously
controlling leaks at high operating pressure. Our measurements
showed, however, that the controlling factor for the slit temperatures is
the inlet oil temperature (Fig. 7). A reproducible correlation between
the measured slit temperature, skin temperatures (both measured near
the middle point along the slit length) and the inlet oil temperature was
established provided that the system is well insulated [11].

Fig. 4. Simulation of temperature profile (a) over the single reaction slit at wall temperature of 528 K, (b) in a tubular fixed-bed reactor with id = 9.14 mm at
maximum bed temperature of 528 K. Results were obtained at identical conditions including pressure of 80 bar, synthesis gas composition H2/CO/CO2/N2 : 65/25/5/
5 mol% and W/F.



The developed model was applied further to validate reaction slit
measurements at different operating temperatures and fixed contact
time of 120 msec gr/ml and 80 bars. Fig. 8 presents the temperature
profiles along the centre line of the reaction slit for different wall
temperatures (equivalent to inlet oil temperatures). The results show
agreement between simulation and experiments on isothermal opera-
tion in the reaction slits.

3.3 Performance evaluation of IMPBRHE

The effect on the CO conversion upon variation of the contact time
is shown in Fig. 9. As to be expected, the conversion of CO decreases as
the syngas flow rate increases due to less contact time between catalyst
particles and the gas phase. Contact times of higher than 300 ms g/ml
are required to reach close to equilibrium CO conversion (63%) for the
catalyst and conditions applied. The results also present a good agree-
ment between the simulation and experimental data at identical oper-
ating conditions. Similar commercial Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 systems were used
both in the experiments in this work and in the development of the
kinetic expression applied in the model [22]. The activity level of the
catalyst we used in the experiments is lower than the catalyst that was
used to develop the kinetic expression by van den Bussche and Froment.
Both the catalysts used in the experiments and in the kinetic expression
applied in the model [22] are commercial Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 systems with
similar properties but different activity levels. A correlation between
activity of catalyst and operating temperature was used in the model
and resulted in proper fit to the laboratory generated data. Due to very
low Reynolds numbers (around 1) in our experimental studies and thus
dominance of molecular diffusion, verification of external mass transfer
limitations in IMPBRHE could be done by manipulation of diffusion
coefficients while keeping the reaction kinetics unchanged. Variation of
total pressure and change of inert gas are proper methods to implement
this strategy. Extensive discussion on proper method for investigation of
mass transfer limitation in microstructured reactors could be found
elsewhere [20,30,31]. Since we already assumed a pseudo-homogenous
model for the reaction slit we can not discuss the effects of external
mass transfer to the catalyst by help of this simulation. However, if local
temperatures are different in the reactor the overlay of different local
reaction rates could produce an inhomogeneous concentration field. To
check this issue of the overlaid temperature field Fig. 10 shows the local
concentration distribution of CO (mol/m3) over the slit cross section of

Fig. 6. Effect of variation of the feed gas temperature on temperature profile
along the reaction slit at wall temperature of 528 K and 80 bar, contact time
120 msec g/ml and synthesis gas composition H2/CO/CO2/N2 : 65/25/5/5 mol%.

Fig. 7. Slit temperature measurements against inlet oil temperatures in
IMPBRHE at methanol synthesis operating conditions. Both slit temperatures
and reactor skin temperatures (measured at outer surface of the slits) were
measured at the middle of the slit length. Synthesis gas composition H2/CO/
CO2/N2 : 65/25/5/5 mol%.

Fig. 8. Simulated temperature profiles along the reaction slit length upon
variation of wall temperature. Pressure of 80 bar, contact time 120 msec g/ml
and synthesis gas composition H2/CO/CO2/N2 : 65/25/5/5 mol%.

Fig. 5. Simulation results showing the effect of variation of contact time on the
temperature profile along the single reaction slit at wall temperature of 528 K
and 80 bar, synthesis gas composition H2/CO/CO2/N2 : 65/25/5/5 mol%.



IMPBRHE at 80 bar and 528 K and at the slit length of 2 cm. As it could
be seen, the concentration over the cross section is reasonably uniform
and no significant gradients exist.

In the laminar regime and with small particle size, the mass transfer
mechanism along the cross section is diffusion. To further see the effect
of diffusion rate, CO conversion at the reactor exit obtained by model
upon variation of effective diffusion coefficients is shown in Fig. 11. A
wide range of diffusion coefficients (up to 300% increase) results in no
significant change in the reactor performance. This means that slight
temperature fields inside the reaction slit are not influencing the reactor
performance by arising concentration fields.

4. Conclusion

A mathematical pseudo-homogenous reactor model was developed
to evaluate performance of methanol synthesis in a single slit packed
bed microstructured-heat exchanger for synthesis of methanol from
synthesis gas Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 commercial catalyst. The model demon-
strates from a fundamental perspective that the microstructured re-
actors are capable of providing superior heat and mass transport con-
figurations. Both simulation and experiments validated the concept of
isothermal operation of the reaction slit for such a highly exothermic
reaction under a variety of industrially relevant methanol synthesis

Fig. 9. CO conversion against variation of the contact time in the IMPBRHE predicted by the model (solid line) and experimental data (points). Wall temperature
528 K and 80 bar, synthesis gas composition H2/CO/CO2/N2 : 65/25/5/5 mol%.

Fig. 10. Concentration of CO (mol/m3) over channel cross section of IMPBRHE at 80 bar and 528 K and at a channel length of 2 cm. Wall temperature 528 K and
80 bar, contact time 120 msec gr/ml, synthesis gas composition H2/CO/CO2/N2 : 65/25/5/5 mol%.



operating conditions. Simulation results also reveal that the micro-
structured reactor is working free of performance loss due to con-
centrations field which might come up from overlaid temperature
fields. The developed model predicts the productivity of the IMPBRHE
with an acceptable deviation and could be used as a tool for optimi-
zation of operating conditions, reactor productivity and the design of a
larger reactor. The results obtained, may highlight the promising ben-
efits of micro process technology for process intensification purposes
and more specifically for highly exothermic compact gas to liquid (GTL)
technology.
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Fig. 11. Simulation of CO conversion at the IMPBRHE exit cross section
(0.8 × 8 mm2 shown along x-axis) upon variation of effective diffusion coeffi-
cients shown in y-axis at three different values of 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 × 10-3 m2/s.
CO conversion levels are given using colour code bar at the right side of the
figure. Wall temperature 528 K and 80 bar, contact time 120 msec gr/ml,
synthesis gas composition H2/CO/CO2/N2 : 65/25/5/5 mol%.
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